Solution Brief

Insight Application
Modernisation Assessment

Benefits
• Get a clear understanding
of App Modernisation
business requirements,

Helping our clients identify the benefits and business value

business value and

of application modernisation.

stragegies.

Background
Our Assessment service guides you through a structured approach to modernising your IT
ecosystems, aligned to your business goals and objectives, and details the challenges and
opportunities to achieve successful application modernisation outcomes.
The service enables you to identify the strengths and weaknesses of your enterprise applications
and proposes a modernisation roadmap as well as a framework for future improvements.
Whether your legacy applications need modernising or your existing cloud platforms lack
the performance you expect from them; our experts will help you create the correct
Cloud-Native architecture to ensure your organisation enhances IT operations and optimise
return-on-investment.
This in-depth assessment ensures your next steps are properly understood and defined,
any risks and obstacles are removed, and you’re fully prepared to modernise and unlock
the value of your individual applications.

• Develop a strategic
approach that links
App Modernisation
solutions to your unique
business goals.
• Identify options to reduce
adoption risks.
• Get expert guidance
from Insight’s App
Modernisation specialists.
• Get clarity on your
applications life-cycle
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Business Challenge
Organisations today understand that having a robust cloud strategy

Our app modernisation experts support you all the way, taking

is vital to drive business transformation. However, many fail to

into account your key considerations, and providing accurate

understand the real-world and technology considerations needed to

recommendations about the most appropriate application and

achieve a unique cloud transformation approach. Additional challenges

infrastructure modernisation journey for your business.

around application modernisation typically are around cost and

The service main objective is to identify the correct Cloud Native

complexity. Migrating an application from on-premises to the cloud

architecture and deliver a modernisation roadmap that aligns with

without a clear strategy and ROI expectations can set organisations

our clients’ objectives around driving business efficiency, enhancing IT

up to fail. On the other hand, some applications might benefit from

operations and RoI optimisation.

re-platforming or re-architecting but are so heavily tied to existing
systems and infrastructure that the complexity of modernisation could
outweigh the upside.

Our Application Assessment consists of 3 phases:

To ensure a successful application modernisation to realise this huge

Discovery Phase

Analysis Phase

Delivery Phase

Collect Application
resources and
run PMA tools.

Identify modernisation
drivers, analyse
agreed KPIs and
use maturity models
to mitigate risks.

Produce a report
including a cloud
modernisation
plan & roadmap.

potential; you need to carry out an analysis and assessment of your
current application and infrastructure, whether on-prem or in the
cloud. Getting it right requires experience and expertise. Without the
necessary specialised knowledge, there is a real risk of implementing a
migration that doesn’t deliver on its promises.

Our Solution
The Insight Application Modernisation Assessment is a strategic service
that helps our clients get familiar with cloud technologies, and better
understand Cloud Modernisation outcomes for their IT applications.

Insight Application Modernisation Model
Underpinned by Insight’s extensive expertise, companies can benefit from a range of App Modernisation services developed to help them
unlock several advanced cloud capabilities around business agility, global scale and increased resiliency of applications and services.

Cloud
Migration

Generally known as “Lift & Shift”
activities, this migration consists of
re-hosting applications on the Cloud
without changes to the architecture.

Cloud
Optimisation

This activity targets applications
identified to be refactored and
integrated more deeply within cloud
services. This requires enhancing
apps with Cloud Platform Services
and involves minimal to no
architectural changes.

Cloud
Modernisation

Cloud-Native
Solution

Here apps will benefit from a
complete redesign based on new
cloud patterns and consuming cloud
platform (PaaS) or infrastructure
(IaaS) services. This change could
eventually lead to Containers or a
Function Services Architecture.

During this stage, some applications
may need to be completely rebuilt
and designed for the Cloud, thus
taking full benefit of Cloud Native
capabilities. This rebuild may
identify the need to remove some of
the legacy apps.

Why Insight?
We have the experts, the skills, knowledge, tools, and processes – including reference architectures – to guide you through the “what” and “how” of
assessing your applications to ensure a successful modernisation.
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